
ETHICAL FASHION

sustainable textile & shoe development and manufacturing agency

MADE IN PORTUGAL
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the
market

Quality and sustainable materials, fair production and
transparency are the keys for a successful fashion brand 

 and that is why we exist!

Clothing and footwear with the made in Portugal label
have a notoriety and reputation at international markets, that
place these industries, among the most advanced
manufacturing and best performing ones worldwide.
ATP, 2019

Scaling a business in the fashion industry can be very hard. 
So, we provide an integrated service ready to face all the challenges and

develop your clothing or shoe line. 



Sustainable fashion is one of our main goals. Since we have been in the fashion market for a
long time, we are continuously working towards becoming a more sustainable company. 

When it comes to finding the best for our customers, business, manufacturers, and the planet,
there is no finish line. Everyone involved in the process have a safe, fair, and equal working
environment, supported in ethical fashion values, like: reliability, fair trade, transparency,
cooperation, positive and supportive environment, and of course huge know-how and
professionalism. We are able to develop your entire collection with sustainable materials and the
highest quality!

about us
Our company  works in the fashion industry for more than 20 years, and is based in Vila do Conde - The
heart of textile and footwear industry in the North of Portugal.

We are a sustainable agency specialized in the development and production of high quality and sustainable
fashion collections, made in Portugal (Portugal Textile to apparel, and Portugal Shoes for footwear).

We play a reliable role between our clients and a wide range of portuguese certified clothing and
shoe/acessories manufacturers, that are ready to fulfill all your requirements.

We work with fashion
brands and influencers

sustainable textile & shoe manufacturing and development agency

sustainabilitysustainability



The production takes place on one
of our high quality suppliers
production line. Here,  all items are
made and quality checked.

Our Services 
Portugal Textile & Portugal Shoes

Sketch & Tech Pack Sourcing Sampling Production Quality Control

Labels, tags, packaging Warehouse & Fulfillment Delivery

You send us your sketches
or tech pack with all the
important information about
your product.

So, our sourcing team start searching
for fabrics, and other materials,
matching all the customers
requirements for composition and
handfeel. We work with a wide range of
portuguese manufacturing suppliers
that are fair trade, and are able to work
with sustainable and eco-friendly
materials. 

For each order we create a
prototype for your approval. 
After your samples are made, our
product development team  check
samples for you to approve,
allowing you to test and refine the
functionally of your design. You will
receive your prototype and once
your samples have been approved,
we will begin the manufacture.

Throughout manufacture, all stages
are quality checked to ensure the
highest standards. Our quality
control team will inspect the
products to certify that there are no
issues. 

We offer sustainable, recycled and
biodegradable customized labels, tags,
packaging, hardware and garment
accessories to create a fully branded
product. If you want, the products can be
packed, to be ready for the shipping
process.

Once your order is complete
and has been quality
checked for a final time, it is
approved for delivery
through our network of
reliable global couriers.

We are able to provide you
warehouse and fulfillment services.
We can receive, pack and ship your
items with our partnership service.



Why Choose Us?Why Choose Us?

More than 20 years of know-how in the fashion industry;

Detailed assessment of the suppliers current in the market to
understand the ones that fits your requirements and needs
from our network;

Specialized team in product development and sourcing;

High quality fabrics & sustainable materials and finished
products;

Deadlines accomplishment, having in mind the current
panorama of the fashion industry in Portugal;

Made in Portugal (a high quality level reference);

Sustainable oriented process (fair production, ethical chain
of suppliers, transparency, sustainable materials);

Updated to the fashion and sustainability trends.

KNOW HOW | SUPPORT | SUSTAINABILITY | FASHION TRENDS 



Our Portfolio 



Woman Clothing  





Man Clothing  



Woman Shoes





Man Shoes   



Accessories



STOP WAITING,  START DOING.
 the best is yet to come



Feel free to contact us at

@portugaltextile
Instagram:

info@portugaltextile.com
Email: 

www.portugaltextile.com

Website:

info@portugalshoes.com

www.portugalshoes.com

@portugalshoes_

www.absolutarget.com

Address:
Rua da Zona Industrial de Alto Pega
n.º 105, loja F, 4480-761 Vila do Conde – Portugal

Phone Number:
+351 917 569 568

tel:4480-761

